INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE MC760T Air Filter

This unit is supplied with a 2 metre power cord and can be used free standing or mounted on
the ceiling or wall.
Use the four brackets on the back of the machine to mount it to the ceiling or wall of the
work space. These brackets can be swivelled around to obtain the best support for the
machine e.g. to mount the filter upright or horizontal on a wall it would be best to turn the
fixing brackets to the vertical position.

Before using the unit, it is advised to do a quick test to help you determine when the
filter pad needs replacing.
Turn the filter on when in fixed position, place this instruction sheet over the grill area, leave
for 30 seconds and then switch the machine off. Then time how long it takes for the paper
to fall away from the grill. Repeat this test weekly until the paper falls away in half the
original time. For example, if the first test took 15 seconds and after a lot of use it now takes
7 seconds, it is time to change the filter pad.
TO CHANGE THE FILTER PAD: Loosen the easy release knobs on the side of the machine but
DO NOT completely undo the knobss that hold the grill in place. Lift off the grill, remove old
filter pad and place new one in its place. Make sure filter pad is seated properly on top of
filter cavity. Replace grill over the pad; tighten knobs to secure grill in place.
If a CARBON FILTER is being used it must be placed BEHIND the primary white G4 dust
filter pad. Life expectancy of carbon filter will depend upon individual user’s type and quantity
volatile compound usage.

REMEMBER TO WEAR YOUR FACEMASK WHILST PERFORMING THIS TASK

